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Abstract
In this perspective, we discuss the cytoplasm in actively
growing bacterial cells contrasted with viable but nonculturable (VBNC) cells. Actively growing bacterial cells
contain a more molecularly crowded and organized
cytoplasm, and are capable of completing their cell cycle
resulting in cell division. In contrast, nutrient starving
bacteria in the physiological VBNC state are struggling to
survive, as essential nutrients are not available or limiting.
The cytoplasm is not as molecularly crowded as gene
expression is minimal (e.g., ribosome, transcript, tRNA and
protein numbers are decreased), energy pools are depleted,
cells may exhibit leakage, and DNA is not being replicated
for cell division.
Introduction
In this perspective, the molecularly crowded bacterial
cytoplasm is discussed in growing/dividing cells compared
to nutrient starved VBNC bacterial cells. There is still a
paucity of knowledge on the profound changes in bacterial
cytoplasm under different and often rapidly changing
environmental conditions in diverse bacterial species.
Even though the cytoplasm in bacterial cells is molecularly
crowded and spatially organized, it is important to note
that all matter (including soft matter living cells) is almost
entirely empty space. All cells are made of atoms with 99.9
percent of the matter packed in the atomic nucleus (protons
and neutrons with very similar masses; about 1.67 x 10-24
g). The remainder is space between the orbiting electrons
and the nucleus. At the atomic level, living cells are 99.9
% space, while at the molecular level, the cytoplasm is
densely packed with the molecules required for a living
bacterial cell to metabolize and divide. The concept,
definition or understanding of what empty is at the atomic
level, and conversely what is crowded at the molecule level,
with respect to living cells and organisms, has not been fully
elucidated. A simple question can be posed, i.e., what is
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empty cytoplasmic space when discussing a living bacterial
cell? Also, what is crowded in terms of the cytoplasm in a
living bacterial cell?
The molecules, macromolecules, ions and metabolites
in the bacterial cytoplasm (cytosol and all organelles and
inclusions) of some species are mostly well-defined and
understood (Ando and Skolnick, 2010; Braun et al., 2006.
Cossins et al., 2011; Golding and Cox, 2006; Mika and
Poolman 2011; Nenninger et al., 2010; Pollack et. al., 2009;
Trevors, 2011a, 2012a; Vendeville et. al. 2010) (see Table
1 and Figure 1). However, there are numerous genes for
which the corresponding proteins have not been elucidated
and studied. In addition, molecule movement and specific
localization (e.g., cell division proteins) in the cytoplasm
still require a more profound understanding. The original
perspective that the cytoplasm is a watery sac enclosed by
a continuous, semipermeable, fluid, cytoplasmic membrane
(living cell as a low entropy, open thermodynamic system)
has been replaced with more profound knowledge of an
organized and molecularly crowded cytoplasm, where
protein localization and oscillations are advancing our
knowledge on bacteria.
The molecularly crowded and organized bacterial
cytoplasm
Cellular organization in bacteria is more controlled and less
random than previously known (Kuthan, 2001; Vendeville
et al., 2010). The bacterial cytoplasm is known to have a
spatially variable composition depending on the stage of
the cell cycle and nutrient status, with some subcellular
compartmentalization (Lewis et. al., 2000). The bacterial
cytoplasm may also contain numerous plasmids and
bacteriophage structures. Large cytoplasmic polyanion
macromolecules such as DNA and RNA have their large
negative charges offset by an abundance of K+ and Mg2+
ions (Cossins et. al. 2011).
The bacterial cytoplasm is maintained at a near
neutral pH to permit an optimum cellular environment for
biochemical reactions. Diffusion within the cytoplasm
is considered to be the main mechanism of molecule
movement. However, it has not been fully elucidated how
proteins mobilize to specific cell locations (cell poles and
mid-cell location) and oscillate during cell division. Smaller
molecules in the cytoplasm are capable of faster diffusion.
However they can be subjected to more non-specific
random molecular interactions of no value to the cell’s
metabolism. Diffusion rates of different macromolecules in
the cytoplasm of diverse bacterial species is an area where
a paucity of knowledge exists. Molecular simulations of the
entire cytoplasm under different environmental conditions
and with different bacterial species are also lacking. The
recent excellent simulation research on diffusion, crowding
and protein stability in a dynamic molecular model of the
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Figure 1: Organization and localization in the crowded cytoplasm of actively growing bacterial cells.

bacterial cytoplasm (McGuffee and Elcock, 2010) has made
progress in this knowledge area.
The dynamic cytoplasm normally present in rapidly
growing bacterial cells allows them to complete their cell
cycles and divide (see Table 1 and Figure 1). A contrasting
cytoplasmic state (see Table 2) is present in viable but nonculturable (VBNC) cells undergoing physiological starvation
and stress, often due to limiting nutrients. During rapid cell
growth and division, the cytoplasm will be more molecularly
crowded and organized. However, during starvation
survival, cell division proteins will be absent, DNA will not
be replicating, gene expression will be minimal to nondetectable, and the ATP pool will be minimal. Cells may be
dimensionally smaller and the cytoplasm will contain fewer
molecules. It is noteworthy that a smaller cell size and fewer
molecules may still result in some molecular crowding in the
cytoplasm.
An estimate by Puesner (1974) reported 40,500,000,000
molecules in a single Escherichia coli cell. It was also
estimated that 40,000,000,000 molecules were water.
These water molecules would mainly be contained in the
cytoplasm. Bacterial cells are the correct size for diffusion

to be a central mechanism in the cytoplasm, that occupies
about 20 to 50% of the cell volume (Zimmerman and Murphy,
1996). Bacterial cell sizes accommodate all the necessary
biochemical pathways, cytoplasm, structured water, genetic
instructions, proteins, ribosomes, lipids, carbohydrates, ions
and structural components (e.g., cytoplasmic membrane,
cell wall) for life. The cell is sufficiently large (μm dimension)
to accommodate these required components but small
enough for diffusion to be a mechanism sufficient for some
of the cell’s needs.
Some bacterial cells survive under suboptimal,
stressed conditions (e.g., nutrient limitations, nutrient
starvation, low temperature, high pressure, suboptimal
pH) and are designated VBNC. These cells cannot be
grown/recovered (form colonies) on various laboratory
growth media (Colwell, 2009; Oliver, 2005; Trevors, 2011b;
van Overbeek et al., 1990). During physiological nutrient
starvation in bacteria, carbohydrate molecules are depleted
first, then proteins and some RNA. Loss or degradation of
chromosomal DNA is more problematic as the cells may
lose their capability to grow/divide. Bacterial cells in the
VBNC state can become smaller and change from a rod
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Table 1: Some features of the bacterial cytoplasm (cytosol and all organelles and inclusions).
_______________________________________________________________
Structured and organized gel, not a watery sac enclosed by a cytoplasmic membrane.
Contains salts, ions, sugars, amino acids, macromolecules, vitamins, coenzymes and
about 2000 different proteins.
About 200-300 mg/ml protein (Keighron and Keating, 2011).
Spatially varied composition with some compartmentation.
Cytoplasm contains all nucleic acids.
Largest single structure in the cytoplasm is the chromosome
DNA is condensed (concentrated state occupying a fraction of the cytoplasm).
Cytoplasm occupies about ½ to 1/5 of cell volume (Zimmerman and Murphy, 1996).
May contain plasmids and viruses.
Contains large number of negatively charged molecules (DNA, RNA).
Electro-neutrality is maintained by large concentration of potassium ions.
Putreseine and spermidine assist in offsetting negative electrostatic charges.
Electrostatics is a dominant force.
Diffusion is also dominant (e.g., rotational and translational).
Hydrophobic effects.
Variable gene expression depending on the environmental conditions.
Small molecules can diffuse faster.
Cell division can involve cell polarity and protein oscillations.
Tens of thousands of ribosomes.
Ribosome-transcript localization for some membrane protein synthesis
Some cell division proteins localized at the mid-cell location.
Non-specific molecular interactions over different time scales.
Cells in a viable but-nonculturable (VBNC) state may have less molecular crowding.
ATP pool is variable depending on metabolic activities.
Leakage can occur (e.g., K+, amino acids) from cytoplasm to external environment.
Internal cytoplasmic pH is near neutral.
_______________________________________________________________________
to a spherical shape (Clements and Foster, 1998). The
chromosomal DNA can be compressed and surrounded
by dense cytoplasm, which has a protective effect on the
DNA. Cell death is often the outcome for many of the cells.
Recovery from starvation occurs when the stress conditions
are removed and conditions become more optimal for
growth. RNA synthesis occurs first, followed by protein
synthesis, increased cell size, DNA replication and finally
cell division if the environmental conditions are favourable
(Colwell, 2009; Trevors, 2011b, 2012b; Clements and
Foster, 1998; Nyström, 2003; Oliver, 2005). (see Table 2).
The normal molecularly crowded and somewhat
organized bacterial cytoplasm is illustrated in Figure 1 and

also described in Table 1. The protein concentration can be
in the 200-300 mg/ml magnitude, the circular chromosome
can be replicated and is the largest single structure 10
or
macromolecule. In some bacterial cells the cytoplasm may
experience additional crowding because of the presence
of different plasmids with different copy numbers, and viral
particles being replicated and assembled. The presence of
plasmids and assembled bacteriophage particles adds to the
molecular crowding in the cytoplasm. The negative charges
on DNA and RNA are offset by K+ as the predominant
intracellular ion, Mg2+ and the presence of putrescine
and spermidine. Diffusion within the cytoplasm is also
considered to be the dominant mechanism for movement
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Table 2. Comparison of cytoplasm in actively growing/dividing bacterial cells to VBNC cells.

Actively growing/dividing

VBNC physiological state

Molecularly crowded cytoplasm

Less molecular crowding

Optimal diffusion

Minimal diffusion

Higher total protein concentration

Lower total protein concentration

More organization of molecules such as
cell division proteins

Less molecular organization such as cell
division proteins

Optimal protein oscillations

Fewer to no protein oscillations

High ribosome numbers

Fewer ribosomes

Optimal gene expression

Minimal to no gene expression

Higher number of transcripts

Minimal transcripts

High tRNA content

Minimal tRNA

Optimal cytoplasmic membrane fluidity

Cytoplasmic membrane may be less fluid
with leakage from cytoplasm (e.g., K+)

Optimal ATP pool

Minimal ATP pool

More nonspecific molecule interactions

Fewer nonspecific molecule interactions

Optimal cytoplasm volume just before cell
division

Minimal cytoplasm volume

Replicating DNA

Condensed DNA

Optimal Mg2+

Less Mg2+

of molecules. Smaller molecules can diffuse faster and
may have more non-specific interactions. Gene expression
(combined transcription and translation) can change
quickly in response to often rapidly changing environmental
conditions. Different cell division proteins occupy the midcell location as well as the polar ends, of some cells. Of
special significance in VBNC cells will be depleted ATP
pools because of minimal biochemical metabolism.
For example, Vibrio spp. have been researched for
their VBNC state and their significant pathology effects
(Brauns et al., 1991; Wai et al., 1999). Vibrio cholerae, the
causal agent of diarrheal cholera is a profound, worldwide,
public health challenge, especially where potable water
infrastructure and sewage treatment are lacking (Wai et al.,
1999). This bacterium responds to environmental stresses
by becoming coccoid, simultaneously decreasing its cell
volume. The nuclear region in the cytoplasm becomes
dense. The total cellular lipid, carbohydrate and PHB (polyβ-hydroxybutrate) decreases, suggesting these molecules
are being consumed during starvation survival. The RNA,
DNA and protein content also decreases. The decrease in
DNA content is noteworthy as the genetic instructions are

required for subsequent cell growth and division (Trevors,
2011b).
Less is known about the changes in bacterial cytoplasm,
and how quickly these changes occur, during starvation
survival. However, because the cells are not replicating
their DNA and cell division is not occurring, many features
of the cytoplasm can be hypothesized and deduced as the
VBNC state has a profound effect on cells. For example,
a comparison of cytoplasm in actively growing/dividing
bacterial cells compared to VBNC cells is presented in
Table 2. The cytoplasm of the intact VBNC cells will have
less molecular crowding, minimal diffusion, less molecular
organization such as oscillating polar cell division proteins
and the mid-cell division protein. The cytoplasm will
typically have lower total protein, RNA and carbohydrate
concentrations. Ribosome numbers will be minimal and
there will be minimal, to no gene expression. In addition, the
ATP pool within the cell will be decreased. There will be a
minimal cytoplasmic volume, as the cells are not preparing
for DNA replication and cell division. Moreover, ions such
as K+ and Mg2+ can be leaked from the cytoplasm if the
cytoplasmic membrane integrity has been breached or the
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membrane has undergone a phase transition to a more
rigid, or less fluid state (Denich et. al. 2003a,b; Mykytczuk et
al., 2007; Trevors, 1983; 2003). The cytoplasmic dynamics
of VBNC cells is profoundly different from that of growing
and dividing cells at the molecular level of organization. The
capability for some bacterial cells to survive in this state
without the need to produce resistant spores provides a
significant evolutionary advantage, when the environmental
conditions become more conducive for the cells to again
be able to divide. From an evolutionary perspective, the
first bacterial cells would have faced numerous stressful
or suboptimal conditions. The capability for the cytoplasm
contents to be altered, and for cells to remain viable could
have been a central component of the evolution of the first
bacterial cells.
Future outlook
Future research in biophysics, cell and molecular bacteriology
will bring forth new knowledge on the cytoplasmic molecular
crowding and localization in different bacterial species under
diverse and often dynamic environmental conditions. Some
of this knowledge will be obtained from bacteria grown
under optimal conditions while other data will arise from
cells grown under suboptimal and even extreme conditions
such as nutrient starvation (e.g., cells incubated in sterile
distilled water). Additional knowledge will be required on
protein localization and rapid protein oscillations during cell
division, and transcript mobilization and arrival at specific
ribosome locations in the cytoplasm. Real-time single cell
image analysis will be useful as research on macromolecular
behavior in vivo are undertaken in real-time (Trevors, 2010).
Specific molecular interactions also occur against the
background of random molecular interactions, which can
affect diffusion, protein folding and localization in bacterial
cells. However, a better understanding is emerging of the
organized bacterial cytoplasm that can change over short
periods of time such as during growth and cell division.
Additional research will include imaging analysis,
molecular models of the cytoplasm, gene expression
studies under different environmental conditions, protein
oscillations during cell division and mobilization of
macromolecules to specific cellular sub-locations and the
mechanisms responsible. The knowledge forthcoming will
be significant in medical, industrial, basic and applied/
environmental microbiology.
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